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Social media has evolved far beyond
its media roots into an engagement
platform, stressing and stretching social
team hubs who are trying to balance
a platform that is growing in every
direction. The practice of social business
is evolving so quickly — and into so
many existing, mature business functions
— that the team can no longer operate
as a silo. To achieve the objectives of
today’s consumers and businesses,
the social business team must excel
at both integrating and transitioning
social business practices to existing
mature functions, such as e-commerce,
advertising, and customer service. In
the past, the social business Center of
Excellence has struggled to find willing
internal business partners. Ten years
into this technology disruption, internal
partners have become a necessity to scale
impact and are now willing to invest their
attention and budget in the platform.

1. Shifting Focus to Integrated Customer Experience. Highlighting the continued shift
to customer centricity, 82% of strategists surveyed named “Customer Experience” as
their top priority, overtaking “Brand Health” as an objective for the first time.

A social business practice that
adeptly balances the role of innovator vs.
integrator is today — and will be in
the future — a key success factor for
social business.

2. The Social Team’s Shift From Innovator to Integrator. Once an innovator, the
social team now serves as a connector between existing centers of excellence in
e-commerce, advertising, and content. Seventy-nine percent of strategists say they are
becoming more “operational and a platform for the innovation of others.” To reverse
this trend and remain innovative, social teams must find the right balance between
playing the innovator and collaborator role.
3. Social Commerce Hasn’t Achieved Results. Social commerce is evolving to fit
user expectations of what it means to combine social media and sales in the form
of “Conversational Commerce.” However — despite large, engaged audiences —
brands using social commerce platforms to complete the buying cycle have had little
success. To improve results, 72% of strategists say responsibility for social commerce
must shift from the social team to e-commerce teams.
4. Social Advertising Strategy and Governance in Flux. While 76% of brands report
social ads are meeting objectives, coordination with digital marketing and advertising
teams has created power struggles for who “owns” social advertising budgets at
different points in the traditional marketing funnel. Emerging engagement models —
like chatbots — and advanced media formats complicate the creation, tracking, and
measurement of social advertising effectiveness.
5. China’s WeChat Signals the Future of Social Apps. If seamless customer experience
is the goal, China’s WeChat platform may be viewed as a great success. It integrates
commerce, brand experience and an incredible array of third-party services. However,
its all-in-one “mega app” model is unlikely to be replicated in the West.
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SHIFTING FOCUS TO
INTEGRATED CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Last year, we measured an important shift: Social business teams were focusing less on scaling social media programs and instead shifting
attention inward to integration with the broader internal digital ecosystem. This year, a finer point is emerging from this integration trend in
the form of unified customer experience. For the first time since we began measuring social business, Customer Experience ranked as the
primary business objective of social, surpassing Brand Health (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE REPLACES BRAND HEALTH AS THE TOP SOCIAL
BUSINESS OBJECTIVE Below are some typical business objectives for social business. Please rank the importance of each.
Customer Experience: Improvement in
relationship with customers, experience
with the brand

Very Important

Somewhat Important

40%		

Innovation: Increase in product R&D
and innovation

38%

Operational Efficiency: Reduction in
company expenses, e.g., customer service

36%

Brand Health: Improvement in attitudes,
conversation, and behavior toward
our brand

36%

Revenue Generation: Increase in actual
product revenue, leads, conversions
Marketing Optimization: Improvement
in effectiveness of marketing programs

Neither Important Nor Unimportant

		

42% 		

		

43%		

Unimportant

16%
		

15%

2
4

44%		

		

17%

		

43%		

			

16%

34%

		

43%		

		

20%

3

32%

		

46%		

			

19%

3

3
5

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: n=523 respondents from organizations with > 500 employees
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To meet customer experience objectives, the social
business team’s role is shifting from an innovator to
a multi-business practice integrator. After all, while
the social team may have been the first to test social
platform innovations, they were infrequently in a
position to scale them. A good example of this shift
is customer care via social channels, which started
in the social team, but needed to shift to customer
service to scale and integrate customer experience
among many channels.

CUSTOMER CENTRICITY FOCUS
In addition to a business objective shift to customer
experience, our 2017 investment data (see Figure
2) shows that Branded Customer Communities,
Social Customer Service, and Social Identity/
CRM are top areas of investment. We pay
particular attention to social programs
“We want a
in the top left quadrant of this matrix,
indicating high investment but
360-degree view of
low maturity. There are risks and
the customer, whether
opportunities in that quadrant. A
risk we see in high investment, low
it’s through the call center
maturity social business programs is
or a Twitter exchange.
setting unrealistic expectations for
a return on investment. Programs
We’re the match-makers for
may be over-hyped by a herd
integration.”
mentality that draws strategists into
unexplored areas. Of course, that’s
—Christina Darnell, Director, Social
also the upside: It keeps the brand at
Business Strategy, Assurant
the forefront of innovation.

“Social media is
coming of age. We’re
realizing that social wasn’t
the billboard or banner
we thought it was — it was
actually the telephone.”
—Ulrik Bo Larsen, Founder &
CEO, Falcon.io
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FIGURE 2.

TOP 2017 INVESTMENT PRIORITIES FOCUS ON
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

35% Above Average

Question: What are your investment plans in 2017 for the following social business programs?

High Investment,
Low Maturity

High Investment,
High Maturity

Branded Customer
Communities

Social Customer
Service

Messaging
Apps
Employee Advocacy
35% Below Average			 Investment

Social Listening
Social Selling

Social Identity/
Social CRM

Social Media Training
Employee
Recruitment

Influencer
Relationship
Management

Social Data
Analytics

Customer
Advocacy
Social Apps
(e.g. chatbots)

Events/
Sponsorship
Activation

Employee
Engagement

Social
Engagement

Social
Commerce

Low Investment,
Low Maturity
20% Below Average				
Maturity

Low Investment,
High Maturity
20% Above Average

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: n=523 respondents from organizations with > 500 employees
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MEETING MARKETING
FUNNEL OBJECTIVES
Our global survey data shows both North
American and European strategists
believe social platforms are best suited
for awareness and post-purchase
customer support, with Europeans less
enthusiastic about demand generation
(70% rate as effective vs. 84% of North
Americans, see Figure 3). Customer care
in social has been a priority for years,
but advancements in the media and
engagement features of social platforms
have fueled further interest. “Facebook
Live in Messenger is an unprecedented
support for Customer Care,” Facebook
marketing expert Mari Smith told us.
Global Head of Product Evangelism at
Sprinklr Elizabeth B. Closmore agreed,
saying, “The future of customer care is live
video.” While investment in customer care
and live video is projected to be strong in
2017, the question of who is accountable
remains open, since live video was in the
lower half of brand priorities (see Figure
2). Brands have built almost 10 years of
experience in social-based customer care.
If live video does become a prominent
part of customer care, it will likely be
managed by dedicated customer service
teams whose experience so far in social
has largely been text-based engagement
on Twitter and Facebook.

FIGURE 3.

NORTH AMERICAN BRANDS FIND MORE SUCCESS
WITH SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING THAN EUROPEAN
COUNTERPARTS
Question: Rate the effectiveness of social as a platform to address the following marketing objectives.
(% of those who responded “Somewhat Effective” to “Very Effective”)

North America

Europe

%
%
85%
85% %
84
84
%
81
81 79%
%
78
%
74
72%
71%
70%

Awareness: Consideration: Relevance:
Get consumers Make your
Improve
brand and
awareness and to add your
products/
understanding of brand to their
services
your brand and consideration
relevant to
set
the products/
buyer needs
services you
provide

Demand
Generation:
Create
demand
for specific
products or
services

Purchase:
Fascilitate
sales (e.g.,
social buy
buttons,
chatbots,
etc.)

PostPurchase:
Product
support,
customer
service

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: respondents from organizations with > 500 employees: Europe n=202; North America n=321
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Why do European strategists generally consider the
social platform a less effective marketing channel
than their North American counterparts? Language
and culture are some factors that make social a more
challenging endeavor in Europe.1 Linguistically, North
America is a less complex market than Europe.
Whereas North America only has a handful of
dominant languages, there are 24 official
languages in the EU alone. Creating
compelling social content is therefore
significantly more challenging given
Linguistically,
content translation and localization
North America is a
demands. Adding to complexity,
less complex market than
many social listening tools
overrate “American English”
Europe. Whereas North
signals and underrate signals in
America only has a handful
other languages.2 In that sense,
of dominant languages,
the tools themselves could be
there are 24 official
hampering EU social media
managers’ understanding of the
languages in the EU
effectiveness of their programs.
Culturally, European sensitivity
to privacy is also a factor that could
hamper the creation of effective social
content strategy.3 Creating content that
addresses a customer need is at the core of every
successful content strategy, regardless of marketing
channel.4 Because Europeans are more reticent to
part ways with their personal data,5 brands have
less sociographic information to understand their
target consumers.6 That could mean that the content
European brands publish in social is less likely to be
relevant, engaging, and aligned with consumer needs
— making it ultimately less effective.

alone.
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SOCIAL MEDIA ENABLEMENT TOOLS
CONSTRAIN INTEGRATION THROUGH
DATA SILOS
As social business teams renew focus on customer
experience by collaborating with e-commerce, advertising,
and customer support functions, the vast number of social
media enablement tools — and the data they collect —
make integration difficult. Making social data insights
actionable to inform CX is complicated by an ever-growing
set of social listening and publishing tools. Brands are
frustrated with social platforms innovating faster than social
enablement tools and having to choose between limited use
case “best in class” tools vs. integrated suites. This is reflected
in strategists ranking “the blurring of lines between marketing
automation, content, and social media management” (see Figure 7) as
a top priority (#4 out of 12) for internal programs.

“Customers define
success, and we look
at data to make the
experience better. With
social, data is so easy to
come by. ”
—Julie Clement Cochran,
Manager, Global Social
Media, FedEx

While suites integrate social engagement workflow, content, and data, they themselves
then risk becoming a silo for social that must integrate with enterprise systems, including
CRM. “There’s a shift from having a single tool to solve a single problem, to a scenario
where: “We use Salesforce, so we only want an employee advocacy tool that integrates
with Salesforce and Chatter,” said Neal Schaffer, CEO & Author, Maximize Your Social.
“That’s why social enablement tools like Hootsuite and SproutSocial are trying to integrate
with more enterprise platforms,” he added. Strategists should evaluate enablement tools
with a vision toward long-term integration with back-office systems and data that will
enable social to play an integral role in optimizing customer experience.
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CUSTOMER CENTRICITY
FUELING PRODUCT
INNOVATION
Today’s focus on customer centricity is
translating into increased use of social
data for innovation. As a priority, we’ve
seen this increase dramatically from
14% in 2013 to 25% in 2015 to 50% this
year (see Figure 4). Josh Teitelman, AVP,
Social Commerce Solutions at Sprinklr
told us how — as a result of reorganizing
around customer centricity — McDonald’s
was able to use social media data to
understand consumer interest and
then promote its “All Day Breakfast”
products.7 According to Time and AdAge,
McDonald’s tweeted 88,000 individual
Twitter profiles who mentioned the need
for breakfast all day, going back to tweets
from 2006. In her interview with AdAge,8
McDonald’s USA Chief Marketing Officer,
Deborah Wahl, said, “Customers were
saying to us, ‘Hey, McDonald’s, this is the
next big thing. This is what we want from
you.’ This idea came from our customers.
We said this really is the people’s launch;
that’s what this is all about.”

FIGURE 4.

COLLABORATING WITH CUSTOMERS ON NEW
PRODUCTS/SERVICES IN SOCIAL A GROWING PRIORITY
Question: What are your top five external social strategy objectives? (For answer: “Innovation.
Collaborating with customers on new products/services”)

50

%

2016

14%

25%
2015

2014

2013 Source: Social Business Survey, Altimeter, 2013; Base: n=161 respondents from organizations with > 250 employees
2015 Source: Social Business Survey, Altimeter, 2015; Base: n=112 respondents from organizations with > 250 employees
2016 Source: Social Business Survey, Altimeter, 2016; Base: n=523 respondents from organizations with > 500 employees
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THE SOCIAL TEAM’S SHIFT FROM
INNOVATOR TO INTEGRATOR

Faced with a significant skills gap and stagnant headcount and budget, social teams report
being less innovative: 79% of strategists say they are becoming more “operational and a
platform for the innovation of others” (see Figure 5a).

FIGURE 5a.

THE SOCIAL TEAM’S
OPERATIONAL BURDEN
IS IMPEDING THEIR
INNOVATION
Below are statements about social business.
Please indicate your level of agreement.

While there is still plenty of room for the social business team to innovate, social platforms
like Facebook continue to push into functions like advertising, commerce, and service.
These innovations encroach further into existing Centers of Excellence (CoE) inside
businesses (like e-commerce) that today scale under mature practices in other platforms,
like the web or mobile.

4%

Disagree

17%

Neutral

The success of the social team is dependent upon collaboration that opens up social
platforms under their management to integration efforts with these teams. The social hub
should invest in governance to ease participation. For example, clear governance can
help determine how to share responsibility and access to native advertising tools in social
platforms, allowing each team to focus efforts that align with their strengths.

79

%

1

Agree

Social Team Role. The Social Team is
becoming more operational and a platform
for other innovation teams to test new
e-commerce approaches (such as chatbots,
payment/tracking activity, customer service
messaging, etc.
Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: n=523 respondents
from organizations with > 500 employees (North America and Europe)
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IMPACT OF EMERGING SOCIAL MEDIA
ENGAGEMENT
To compete for attention and results, social networks continue to evolve media
types and features at a brisk pace, changing the way content is consumed
and engagement is measured. Rather than relying on users to click
as a sign of attention (such as like, share, etc.), the media itself is
the engagement interaction. These new media formats — such
as 360-degree photos, virtual/augmented reality (VR/AR), live
“A lot of people
video, AI-powered chatbots and embedded multi-page
thought social was
stories — demand consumers play a more active role in
done, but it’s only just
content consumption.

beginning. We continue to

This has had an impact: Publishing and enablement tool
see a ton of interest in new
vendors are playing catch up; social teams within brands
‘Bright Shiny Objects,’ many
are seeking new partnerships to provision media beyond
their existing capabilities; and measurement standards
of which will end up
need to evolve to define success. For example, how do
as noise.”
you measure a chatbot interaction with a customer or
prospect when, as Bo Larsen at Falcon.io pointed out, just
—Ulrik Bo Larsen, Founder &
doing basic attribution is still a challenge? We’re clearly in
CEO, Falcon.io
the early days, with brands in North America putting a 39%
priority on emerging media to Europe’s 27% (see Figure 6, below).
For now, strategists have largely deprioritized advanced media,
chatbots, and social apps as they focus on customer experience, leaving
a gap between social platform innovations and brand participation.
As social platforms rapidly introduce new features and media types, strategists
are bombarded with new opportunities for engagement. The danger, though, is
the “Bright Shiny Object” syndrome9 that has always plagued the social team.
Strategists must work to understand which new media types, features, and
platforms are likely to attain broad adoption by consumers and create business
impact. This is getting more difficult to do as social platforms increasingly employ
complex algorithms to determine or limit a brand’s consumer reach.
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FIGURE 6.

EMERGING CONTENT & ENGAGEMENT TYPES
ARE NOT YET PRIORITIES FOR THE SOCIAL TEAM,
LEAVING OPPORTUNITIES
Question: In 2016, what are your top five external social strategy objectives?

North America

Europe

47%
54%
47%
53%
45%
50%

Customer Service: Providing direct customer
support through social channels
Relationship Building: Developing ongoing
dialog and engagement with customers to
deepen relationships
Innovation: Collaborating with customers on
new products/services

35%
42%
45%
41%

Social Commerce: Increasing direct sales
through social tools, like buy buttons
Brand & Product: Boosting awareness of our
brand, or increasing product consideration
through social channels
Video & Emerging Media: The evolving use
of live video, AR (augmented reality), VR (virtual
reality), 360-degree photos, filters/lenses, etc.

27%

39%
34%
38%

Social Sales: Developing a social sales
program to empower our sales workforce
Employee Advocacy: Using employees to
amplify brand voice in social
Messaging: Focusing on Messaging Platforms
(SnapChat, WhatsApp, etc.)
Social Apps: Building new services in social to
complete the buying cycle (chatbots for service, social
apps that entertain and connect, payment, etc.)

27%
18%
20%
16%
17%

To test these new features and media
types, social platforms like Facebook
prioritize them over traditional media
to appear prominently in the user’s
experience. However, this creates an
inflated view of their power. For example,
Facebook’s algorithms favor Live Video,
an engagement media it is testing. Once
Facebook has the insights it needs,
Live Video will be deprioritized in the
newsfeed in favor of other new features,
and brands will be left deciphering its
true impact and value. As Julie Clement
Cochran, Manager of Global Social
Media at FedEx, told us, “Once we get
something right, everything changes.” Her
point of view was reinforced by Facebook
marketing expert Mari Smith. “Facebook
changes the rules a lot,” Smith told us.
“Less than 1% of brands are posting
video, the most engaging of content.
Social teams are trying to catch up to
where the best practices are in content.”
The challenge is whether the social team
has the skills, budget, or expertise to
handle emerging media and engagement
use cases.

37%

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: respondents from organizations with > 500 employees: Europe n=202; North America n=321
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CLOSING THE SKILLS GAP IS
A TOP INTERNAL PRIORITY
Consistent with our past research, strategists
identified skills-building as a priority. For the first
time since we began measuring, it has risen to
the top, with 41% of social strategists choosing
it as a top internal priority (see Figure 7).
Who provides social media training is an open
question that tool vendors, such as Kevin Quan
(with Hootsuite at the time of our interview),
are asking. “Skills development is still a limiting
factor in social’s growth. For the most part,
the social team manages that, but perhaps
long term it should be the Learning and
Development team,” Quan said. As we’ve seen
with customer care in social business and other
business disciplines, the social team typically
proves out new practices before handing them
over to traditional functions that struggle with
innovating in social business on their own.
The question social business teams grapple
with is whether to upgrade their skills to
match the increasing breadth of knowledge
needed to manage social or to partner
with suitable internal and external experts.
Oracle’s Angela Wells, Senior Director for
Oracle Social, hears this often from brands.
“What I’m asked about is, what are the skill
sets I should be hiring for?” Given that social
is on the trajectory of becoming a general
Internet portal, we think the question should
be: “Who do I collaborate with?”

FIGURE 7.

THE SOCIAL TEAM’S INTERNAL PRIORITIES
REFLECT CLOSING THE SKILLS GAP

Question: In 2016, what are your top five internal social strategy objectives? (Global)

Skills. Providing social education and
training to build new skills
Actionable Insights. Using social insights
to make informed business decisions
Content. Developing our social business
content strategy
Social Tools Stack. The blurring of lines
between marketing automation, content
and social media management
Advertising. Optimizing paid social
advertising
ROI. Creating metrics that demonstrate the
value of social business
Governance. Determining or evolving
an organizational/governance model to
operate social
Leadership. Getting buy-in from leadership
on social strategy across our silos
Internal Social. Connecting employees to
collaborate and share knowledge by investing
in an internal enterprise social network
Digital Integration. Better integrating
social media with existing digital programs
(e.g. web. E-commerce, mobile)
Scale. Scaling our social business programs
Internal Culture. Driving cultural change
for social media internally
Recruiting. Recruiting new employees
through social channels

14%

41%
37%
36%
35%
34%
34%
33%
32%
31%
29%
25%

8%

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: n=523 respondents from organizations with > 500 employees
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THE SOCIAL TEAM MUST INCREASE
COLLABORATION
There is a fork in the road today: Will the social team maintain its role as innovator, or
will it collaborate with an increasing number of partners to meet business objectives?
The team — especially the social business hub/CoE — needs to focus more on
collaboration with key stakeholders and on being a great integrator, otherwise
they risk sliding further into an operational role. In fact, when asked in our survey,
79% of strategists agreed that “the social team is becoming more operational
and a platform for other innovation teams to test new e-commerce approaches
(such as chatbots, payment/tracking activity, customer service messaging, etc.)” To
balance their inevitable operational role and their historic role as innovators — a
role we believe they must maintain to compete — the team needs to delegate
responsibilities that belong elsewhere in the organization and pick the right
opportunities to collaborate with partners.
Another possible direction during this inflection
point is the role of emerging digital teams,
many of which bring customer-facing
platforms under one umbrella, including
social media. This is the case at Diageo,
a house of spirits brand that includes
Johnnie Walker and Smirnoff.
of strategists agreed
Benjamin Lickfett, Diageo’s Mobile &
that “the social team is
Innovation Lead in Media & Futures,
becoming more operational
told us about his integrated digital
team: “We have a global partnership
and a platform for other
function to set strategy for each
innovation teams to
digital channel. These are experts
test new e-commerce
who know what the channel is good
approaches
for. With digital, you need to work your
way out of your role. It will always evolve.
We don’t have people with ‘social’ in their
job title anymore. It’s all by function.”

79%
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CLEANING THE SOCIAL
TEAM’S PLATE THROUGH
NEW PARTNERSHIPS
Social teams need to play a proactive role
in setting their future in motion. We realize
that collaboration isn’t easy, particularly
when faced with a growing — and almost
never shrinking — set of existing social
pages and accounts. Brian “Q” Quijano,
Director of Product Management &
Marketing for Adobe Social, told us about
the experience of brands he works with.
“We hear, ‘My headcount hasn’t changed,
but my scope has doubled or tripled,’”
Quijano said.

Social
platforms
evolve, but social
business teams
cannot always
keep pace.

Social platforms evolve, but social
business teams cannot always keep pace.
YouTube, for example, is really more
of a content distribution, search, and
discovery platform than a social
media platform. Twitter’s shift to
a news focus was reflected by its
move in Apple’s App Store from
the Social to the News category
earlier this year.10 The social team
has largely been responsible for
proving out the business value
of these platforms. However,
the social team often struggles
to reassess internal accountability
and find new partners to support and
maintain platforms as they evolve.
15

Jayson Smith, who was Director of Digital
Marketing at Wyndham Worldwide at the
time of our interview, is among the brands
we interviewed who are successfully
making the transition. “Our Content
team manages YouTube, and we provide
expertise like tagging and advising how
to broaden distribution,” he explained.
Who you transition a platform to depends
upon use case, as Julie Clement Cochran
at FedEx told us: “These platform changes
do affect our team. Advertising manages
YouTube based on how we use it. We
see Twitter as more and more of a news
distributor, so we’re working with PR on
how their role may expand. Collaboration
needs to be even stronger in years to
come. Social keeps impacting more and
more business functions.”
Perhaps this is why the social team
collaborates with IT more than any other
function (see Figure 8). They, too, touch
every function of the business, and as
Christina Darnell, Director, Social Business
Strategy at Assurant, told us, the social
team needs to reach that bar. “We’re the
match-makers for integration,” she said.
“No one else is focused on it as much as
we are.”

FIGURE 8.

AS SOCIAL BUSINESS EXPANDS, I.T. TAKING TOP
ROLE AS SOCIAL BUSINESS TEAM COLLABORATOR

Question: If you collaborate regularly (at least monthly) on social business strategy and operations through
a standing cross-functional working group or steering committee, which departments participate?
IT
Marketing

32%

Corporate Communications/PR
Digital
Executive (VP/Director)
Customer Support
Leadership (C-Suite)
Innovation
Customer Experiecne
Advertising
Operations/Manufacturing/
Supply Chain
Finance
E-Commerce
Market Research
Product Development/R&D
Legal/Compliance
Sales
HR
I don’t know

2%

41%

55%

27%
26%
24%
22%
21%
21%
19%
18%
17%
17%
14%
13%
12%
12%
11%

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: n=523 respondents from organizations with > 500 employees
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THE SOCIAL TEAM BUDGET IS LARGELY FLAT, EXCEPT
FOR CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE INITIATIVES
Part of the social team’s shift is from a “test & learn” business objective—where innovative
ideas may or may not pan out—to one with a solid return. In our survey, 77% of
respondents said they have a strong business case for social media investment.
Even armed with a business case, we’re not seeing dramatic increases in budget, except in
companies with 5,000-10,000 employees (+81%) and 10,000-50,000 employees (+50%). As
digital teams continue to grow in larger enterprises, it is likely that they will appropriate some of
the social business team’s budget, as will mature e-commerce, advertising, and content teams.

FIGURE 5b.

THE SOCIAL TEAM FEELS
POSITIVE ABOUT ROI OF
SOCIAL SPEND
Below are statements about social business.
Please indicate your level of agreement.

7%

Disagree

FIGURE 9a.

SOCIAL BUSINESS BUDGETS GROWING FASTEST
AMONG MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESSES

16%

Neutral

Approximately how much was your total budget for core social business team activities in 2016, including
staff, technologies, services, resources, etc., but excluding paid social advertising and marketing?
Average Social Budget

Average # of Full-Time Employees on Social Team

$4M

140

$3.5M

120

$3M
$2.5M

1

80
$2M

77

%

100

Agree

60

$1.5M

40

$1M

20

$.5M

500 to <1k

1k to <5k

5k to <10k

10k to <50k

50k to <100k

More than100k

We have a strong business case
for social media investment.

Company Size (# of employees)
Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016, Average Budgets; Base: n=499 respondents
from organizations with > 500 employees (North America and Europe)

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: n=523 respondents
from organizations with > 500 employees (North America and Europe)
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Additionally, social business team
budgets in Europe are, on average,
30% lower than their North American
counterparts, regardless of company size
(see Figure 9b, below). This is consistent
with our finding in the marketing funnel
section previously, where European
strategists consistently reported social
platforms less effective than their North
Americans counterparts at each phase of
the funnel.
For 2017, brands report growth in
programs that touch the customer
— like community building (+37%),
service (+37%), and programs that aid
social selling, such as social identity/
CRM (+34%, see Figure 2). Perhaps as a
sign that social teams are making some
progress in shifting accountability to
other teams, employee engagement
(internal social tools) and social
commerce are at the bottom of their
investment priorities. We expect IT and
HR are taking responsibility for internal
social tools and the e-commerce team
for social commerce. While these shifts
are occurring, the majority surveyed
globally will see little to no change in
budget in 2017.

FIGURE 9b.

NORTH AMERICAN SOCIAL BUSINESS BUDGETS
AVERAGE 30% HIGHER THAN EUROPEAN
COUNTERPARTS

Question: Approximately how much was your total budget for core social business team activities in
2016, including staff, technologies, services, resources, etc., but excluding paid social advertising and
marketing? (Europe vs. North America)

Company Size
(# employees)

North America

$3,946,429
$2,687,500

More than 100,000

$2,984,375
$1,764,583

50,000 to <100,000

$2,013,971
$1,827,500

10,000 to <50,000

5,000 to <10,000

1,000 to <5,000

500 to <1,000

Europe

$1,613,056
$856,122
$1,002,273
$800,000
$356,690
$244,231

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016, Average Budgets; Base:
respondents from organizations with > 500 employees: Europe n=186; North
America n=313; Europe vs. North America by Company Size (# of employees)
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SOCIAL
COMMERCE
CONTINUES
TO FALL
SHORT OF
EXPECTATIONS
Social commerce sales dropped
from 1.9% of online sales in 2014
to 1.8% in 2015.11 We believe
social commerce is lagging
expectations for a number of
reasons: Expectations were
inflated to begin with; the
starting point for social was
connecting people to people,
not people to products
(and it is therefore viewed as
“disruptive” to consumers);
and while the social team started
initial pilots, many didn’t have the
necessary support of e-commerce
teams to scale and achieve broad impact.

The starting
point for social
was connecting
people to people,
not people to
products
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THE STATE OF SOCIAL COMMERCE
While the social platforms are attempting to edge consumers closer to the end of the
funnel via features like buy buttons, consumers aren’t responding. Their mold for what
constitutes social networking has been fixed in place. This may be one reason why Twitter
scrapped its buy button12 and why Facebook is shifting commerce to its Messenger
product — where consumer expectations are not yet set. As Facebook marketing
expert Mari Smith told us, “If Mark Zuckerberg could do this over again, he might have
added the commerce and payments layer first.” Oracle’s Mike Strutton, Vice President
of Social Cloud, confirmed the consumer disconnect. “I don’t think users are looking at
their newsfeed as if it were their Amazon shopping cart,” Strutton admitted, “but I see
experiences other friends have with products, and that influences me. Helping brands
make connections between what social users see and purchase is what we’re focusing on.”
The only platform to see social commerce success is Pinterest, which ironically doesn’t see
itself as a social platform — even though its app is in the “Social Networking” category in
Apple’s App Store.13 Millward Brown reported that 96% of visitors to Pinterest use the site
to research a purchase, and 87% report the site helped them decide what to purchase.14
According to Pinterest, most of its content comes from brands, not users, so its positioning
as a product discovery platform makes sense. We spoke to Michael Yamartino,
Head of Commerce at Pinterest. “Pinterest is a discovery platform, in the same
category as Google,” he said. “For brands, it’s about repurposing content
from their site and publishing their entire product catalogue as you might a
site map for Google to aid discovery.”

96%

of visitors to Pinterest
use the site to research
a purchase,

87%

and
report the
site helped them decide
what to purchase

Social commerce adoption may also be slow because brands simply
are trying to maintain a balance between converting customers on
social vs. their own sites or apps, as Jayson Smith indicated in our
discussion. “We’re not bending over backwards to add our commerce
to other platforms [other than Facebook Messenger]. We want to
drive customers to our e-commerce stack where we can guarantee
an integrated, superior experience,” he said. “Our approach is to use
social channels for engagement but ultimately drive to our e-commerce
stack, which is mature, stable, and secure.”
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WHO’S ACCOUNTABLE FOR SOCIAL COMMERCE?
In the early days of social commerce, the social business team played a leading role,
but that’s clearly changing. One early innovator that is making that transition is FedEx.
“There have been lots of fits and starts in social commerce. We had an innovative ‘Ship
to Friends’ app that was built into our Facebook page, and it overhauled the shipping
experience [but it’s no longer available due to changes to the Facebook platform],” said
Julie Clement Cochran of FedEx.
In North America, that transition of responsibility from the social business team to
e-commerce is well under way, where 75% agree that “the use of chatbots for service,
payments in messaging apps, and emerging forms of commerce is the responsibility of
the e-commerce/digital teams, not the social team,” as opposed to 55% in Europe.
The transition of social commerce to e-commerce/digital teams means that the social
team can focus their efforts on integration and content that primes consumers to buy.
According to Facebook marketing expert Mari Smith, trust is essential for success in
social commerce. “Content strategies that build trust as a primary goal have a better
chance of succeeding in Facebook Commerce,” Smith said.

FIGURE 10a.

NORTH AMERICAN BRANDS
OUTPACE EUROPEAN
COUNTERPARTS IN SHIFTING
SOCIAL COMMERCE TO
E-COMMERCE & DIGITAL
TEAMS
Question: The use of chatbots for service, payments in
messaging apps, and emerging forms of commerce is the
responsibility of the e-commerce/digital teams, not the
social team. (% that Agree/Strongly Agree)

75

%

North American

55

%

European

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: respondents from organizations with > 500 employees: Europe n=202; North America n=321
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WHERE SOCIAL COMMERCE
IS HEADED
As consumers increasingly invest their time
and attention in social, and as social platforms
reach the peak of top-of-the-funnel advertising
revenue, there will be increased pressure for
social commerce to grow.
However, rather than relying on overt
commerce tools — such as buy buttons,
which consumers often regard as contextually
inappropriate in social — most thought leaders
we spoke to pointed to “Conversational
Commerce”15 as the way forward. Merging
messaging and commerce, through the use of
AI-assisted chatbots, Conversational Commerce
may be a natural way to extend social down
the marketing funnel to the point-of-sale. We
couldn’t agree more. It was never innovative
for social platforms to repurpose legacy
e-commerce functionality (like buy buttons) into
a social experience. Looking ahead, as humancomputer interaction evolves from point-andclick to voice interfaces, social commerce will
be seen as a natural way to interact and buy.
Apple Siri, Google Assistant, and Amazon Echo
demonstrate how commerce may be integrated
into conversations effectively.
Although we believe Facebook launched
chatbots before they were ready for primetime,16
it’s only a matter of time before the industry’s
heavy investment in AI is leveraged to drive
commerce within the context of social platforms.
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SOCIAL ADVERTISING STRATEGY
AND GOVERNANCE IN FLUX
Just as the evolution of social commerce requires new partnerships to shift or share
accountability within the organization, so too does social advertising. Brands — and the
enablement tools that support them — are seeking the right media mix, context, and
internal roles to round out the marketing funnel from awareness through purchase.

Social ads are maturing quickly and showing results, as 80% of North American brands and
63% of European brands are finding a return on their investment (see figure 10b). A key
ingredient for success cited by those we interviewed was the importance of social content
and community building as a foundation for a willing audience. “If we had not done the
community development work, our paid social wouldn’t have been as successful as it is
today,” said Jayson Smith, formerly of Wyndham Worldwide. “We’ve found consumers are
more receptive to ads as we invest in community building and engagement.”

FIGURE 10b.

EIGHTY PERCENT OF
NORTH AMERICAN
BRANDS SAY SOCIAL
ADS MEET OBJECTIVES,
AND 63% IN EUROPE.

Question: Our social ads are cost effective and
meeting objectives. (% that Agree/Strongly Agree)

80 63%
%

North America

Europe

Source: Altimeter, Social Business Survey, 2016; Base: respondents from
organizations with > 500 employees: Europe n=202; North America n=321

“Our customers
don’t know what to do:
buy or create. Paid content
may have a lot of reach but may
not be very engaging. Owned
content may be engaging but may
not have enough reach. On top of that,
constant changes in algorithms (e.g.,
Facebook) make it hard to understand
what will work into the future.”
—Brian “Q” Quijano, Director of
Product Management and
Marketing, Adobe Social

THE STATE OF SOCIAL ADVERTISING
According to the IAB,17 the compound annual growth rate of social advertising
spend in the US was 55% from 2012 to 2015. Initial efforts in social advertising
mimicked website display ad types, which allowed social networks to quickly
monetize traffic through existing ad networks that brands and their media
agencies were comfortable with. In reality, social advertising proved much
nimbler than traditional web advertising, granting advertisers the ability to test,
learn, iterate, and innovate quickly — alongside fast-changing platforms. But
the true value of social advertising is the wealth of personal data available on
social platforms, which allows advertisers to infuse ads with the context needed
to target and personalize ads that resonate with individual buyers.
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As Brian “Q” Quijano, Director of Product Management and Marketing for Adobe
Social, told us, social teams at brands struggle with the tradeoffs between investing
in great content that results in organic reach and using social ads to do the same. Of
course, the answer isn’t one or the other but finding the right balance between the
two. “Facebook is always rented land,” Facebook marketing expert Mari Smith told us.
“Brands aren’t yet thinking strategically about their social ad spends. Social is given a
budget to amplify posts, but many are just amplifying them all.”
To make advertising a seamless, engaging part of user experience, social platforms are
innovating new content types — including multipage “stories,” chat, and live video. This
is matched by innovation on the brand side, which is investing in influencer marketing
and employee advocacy as forms of native advertising.18 In just the past year, maturity of
employee advocacy programs more than doubled from just 18% in 201519 to 45% today
(see Figure 2), and 32% of brands surveyed by Altimeter found planned investment
increases in Influencer Relationship Management in 2017.
As with social commerce, the path to employee advocacy as a type of native
advertising in social has been hindered by both content and internal
accountability challenges. “Brands have had false starts [with employee
advocacy],” Neal Schaffer, CEO & Author, Maximize Your Social, told
us. “Part of the problem is that, often, these efforts have been led
by marketing or sales. They have not been effective because they
bombarded employees with promotional content. Employees
don’t really care about the content — they just share it without
really thinking about it. If users engage with them on social after
reading the content they shared, employees tended not to
notice or act on it, because they were just going through the
motions, and probably weren’t very savvy to begin with.” As
our own research has found,20 an engaged employee workforce
is a precursor to a successful program. Schaffer estimates that
an internal NPS21 score of at least 24% — that is, at least 24% of
employees stating they would recommend their employer as a
place to work — is required for employee advocacy to succeed as a
form of native advertising in social.

In just the past
year, maturity of
employee advocacy
programs more than
doubled from just
18% in 2015 to

45%
today
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SHIFTING SOCIAL ADVERTISING ACCOUNTABILITY
As we’ve seen with other social business programs that reach maturity,
accountability for social advertising is shifting — as it should.
The advertising team has the metrics and holistic view to balance social ad
investment among other digital channels. “Most brands are still trying to figure out
paid social. It starts with the social team but ends up in Digital Advertising,”
said Lionel Menchaca, Director, Corporate & Strategy at W2O
Group. “When you talk to companies about the ROI of paid
social, it’s difficult to scale and use data from multiple
sources to come up with a number,” Menchaca said.
That means a successful partnership between
the social team and advertising is vital. Across
“Brands are asking,
numerous digital platforms, the advertising team
‘Do we convert on
has thoroughly segmented audience data and a
strong understanding of how content leads to
our own website or our
consumer action. While the expertise of these
Facebook page? When do
teams differs, they are complementary. The
we pay for reach in social, and
social team — through significant investment
when do we expect readers to
in listening tools — has their pulse on real-time
conversations and content effectiveness, while
share and amplify?’”
advertising teams take a multi-channel approach.
—Mike Strutton, Vice President,
This is the case at Wyndham, which has integrated
Social Cloud, Oracle
social advertising. “In the last year, paid social is
part of every campaign manager’s playbook,” said
Jayson Smith. “The campaign team is omni-channel,
which now includes social. The social team manages
engagement from ads but now have little to do — which is
great, because it’s the case of my team bringing to bear a new
approach and channel for driving business.”
Through 2017, we expect social teams to continue working alongside the
advertising team to discern the right balance of budget and governance that meets
business objectives from the top to the bottom of the marketing funnel.
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LOOKING FORWARD
CHINA’S WECHAT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE A
BEACON THAT THE WEST IS UNLIKELY TO FOLLOW
Looking beyond our research data today, we are considering what the state of social media
for business might be 5 to 10 years from now. One possible model of the future may
resemble Tencent’s WeChat in China, which started as a social application and has
quickly evolved22 into a general Internet portal.

WECHAT AS “MEGA-APP”
WeChat combines social and commerce features seamlessly into one
application. Among other things, users can chat, reserve a table at a
restaurant, split the bill, and hail a car home without leaving the application.
If integrated customer experience is the goal, many believe WeChat
is already there. Having just returned from China, Sprinklr’s Elizabeth
Closmore contrasted the all-in-one convenience of WeChat against the
many separate apps she once again had to rely on back home in New York.
“I’m having a bit of WeChat withdrawal,” Closmore admitted.
Brands facing integrated customer experience challenges, including
integrating with social platforms, must consider what McKinsey senior partner
Alan Lau describes as app fatigue.23 “The global discussion and narrative
has been around app fatigue. That people have way too many apps on their
smartphone. They don’t want to be bounced off from one app or one website to
another to complete a set of services,” Lau said. “In China, it’s the opposite. You can
get a lot of stuff done on WeChat or Alipay.”

“In China, for many,
WeChat was their first
experience with the Internet.
The countries that are behind
tend to leapfrog us, such as
with fiber optic broadband in
Asia. There is a chance, with our
younger audiences, to adapt.
They are on SnapChat in a
similar way.”
—Mike Strutton, Vice President,
Social Cloud, Oracle
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IS A MEGA-APP IN OUR FUTURE?
While admiring the seamless user experience of WeChat, for many
we spoke to, the idea of a similarly dominant app in the West seems
unlikely. A single company acquiring that much data about their users
would likely raise privacy and anti-trust concerns. Although Google
and Facebook have pushed the boundaries, their data collection
efforts have not been without significant push-back from privacyconscious Europeans.24 In China — where there is little expectation of
privacy and a population that largely skipped email and the desktop
in favor of a mobile web experience — such concerns are less
important, so there is limited basis for comparison.
While the erosion of privacy is a slow, constant drip, consumers will
ultimately decide to what degree they trade privacy for convenience
in the future.
For brands that do business in China, as Jayson Smith at Wyndham
Worldwide told us, a presence on WeChat wasn’t a choice. “We
had to be there [on WeChat] by necessity.” After all, Uber’s failure
to win in China has been directly attributed to their lack of an
adequate presence on WeChat. There are many reasons for this,
including the fact that WeChat’s parent company Tencent holds
a large equity stake in Didi Chuxing — Uber’s main competitor in
China.25 While Western brands that do business in China may need
to have a presence there, the culture and business environment don’t
necessarily translate well to a global audience, as Benjamin Lickfett
at Diageo told us. “Culturally, China is radically different; it wouldn’t
be a good market to test in, because the learnings wouldn’t really
apply globally,” he said. So while brands may use WeChat to test
and learn ways of integrating with the likes of Facebook Messenger,
success should be focused on integrating customer experience just
far enough to avoid disintermediation by the social platform.
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THE VIRTUAL MEGA-APP ALTERNATIVE
In the rest of the world, where Facebook dominates, most agree that Facebook’s
Messenger is the competitive play against WeChat as a fully integrated social and
commerce app. As a newer product, Messenger doesn’t carry the baggage of user
expectation inherent to the core Facebook product — yet it carries the benefits of
Facebook users’ social graphs. In addition to Messenger, we think Facebook’s ultimate play
may be Facebook Login, combined with its OpenGraph API. In administering both a user’s
login information and social graph, Facebook can — in effect — create a virtual WeChat
among the many sites and apps that use these services (as it has with its own acquisitions26).
Facebook may achieve the integrated customer experience objectives coveted by both
brands and advertisers through broad adoption of its APIs, but it’s ironic to think that —
since WeChat is not blocked in the West as Facebook is in China — WeChat may be the
only social network that can connect the world.

Facebook can
— in effect —
create a virtual WeChat
among the many sites
and apps that use
their APIs

FIGURE 11.

WHILE WECHAT
ACHIEVES INTEGRATED
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
THROUGH TIGHT
COUPLING OF APPS,
FACEBOOK COULD
ACHIEVE THE SAME
THROUGH ITS API
ECOSYSTEM

Source: Ed Terpening, Altimeter, 2016.
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WeChat Tight Coupling
• Close coordination of data and
function through an API and shared
data source

Facebook Loose Coupling
• App selected data and function
coordination through a flexible API
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COMING FULL CIRCLE:
THE FUTURE MAY BE
CONVERSATION
Looking beyond social networks, apps, and
APIs, there are signs that app fatigue may
become a history lesson as more technology
leaders look to Artificial Intelligence and
Natural Language Processing as the future of
our engagement with brands and each other.
Facebook’s investment in chatbots and its virtual
assistant “M”27 — developed to compete with
Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa — demonstrate
widespread commitment to shift from point
mobile apps to voice as an operating system.
Lionel Menchaca — Dell’s early social media
innovator, now at W2O Group — had a lot to
say about voice as the future interface of social
and commerce. “We’re heading down the path
of voice as the controlling operating system.
There are many companies spending lots of
money on these interfaces — such as Capital
One’s integration with Amazon’s Alexa to make
a payment or check your balance through voice
commands,” Menchaca explained. “When
there’s that much money being invested in
voice, we can expect to see results.”
So the future of social business may — in a
large part — come to being through our most
natural social expression: our own words.
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TAKING ACTION
To summarize, here are steps you can take to address the challenges and opportunities identified in our findings.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE FOCUS
Insight Driving Action

Steps You Can Take

82% of strategists surveyed named
•
“Customer Experience” their top
priority, overtaking “Brand Health” as an •
objective for the first time ever. (Figure 1)
•

Form a strong partnership with your customer experience team to keep social media
integrated with strategic customer-focused objectives.
Arm customer experience with social data insights to inform personas, customer
journey work, and other research.
Partner with business intelligence and/or customer relationship teams to identify a
long-term data plan to both identify how social data may be mined to inform CX and
identify deep data integrations your brand will need over time (e.g., social engagement
data integrated with CRM and sales lead systems).

Address “the blurring of lines between
marketing automation, content, and
social media,” tools which ranked #4 of
13 Internal Priorities. (Figure 7)

Partner with marketing automation and content teams to define requirements for an
integrated, cross-channel enablement tools stack; ensure content reuse and consistent
metrics.
Reassess your social enablement tools stack to integrate with your broader digital tools
stack (e.g., CMS).

•
•
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EVOLVING SOCIAL BUSINESS TEAM ROLE
Insight Driving Action

Steps You Can Take

79% of strategists say they are becoming •
more “operational and a platform for the
innovation of others.” (Figure 5a)
•

Leverage your leaders to support the migration of social team responsibilities to
existing centers of excellence in your organization. Top priority platforms include
customer care, content marketing, e-commerce, and advertising.
Find the right internal or external partners/agencies to test emerging engagement
media, such as chatbots (e.g., with sales, service), live video (e.g., with events,
sponsorships, CSR, or experiential marketing), and embedded multi-page story forms
(e.g., with content strategy).
Reassess your social business governance approach to identify where it may be
expanded and made more flexible to accommodate the integration of work by
e-commerce (and other CoEs).

•

“Providing social education and training
to build new skills,” the #1 internal
priority of strategists. (Figure 7)

•

Maintain a strong ROI: 77% of strategists •
agree: “We have a strong business case
for social media investment.” (Figure 5b)

Using your redefined social business team role (based on how today’s work transitions
to existing centers of excellence), develop specific learning objectives for the social
team to meet emerging demands and close the skills gap.
Evolve social media metrics to account for emerging media and engagement scenarios
(in advance of adoption), partnering with marketing, sales, and service functions to
measure social consistent with existing practices (e.g., in how you measure successful
customer service outcomes, media engagement, etc.).

SOCIAL COMMERCE
Insight Driving Action

Steps You Can Take

75% of North Americans and 55% of
•
Europeans agree: “The use of chatbots
for service, payments in messaging apps, •
and emerging forms of commerce is the
responsibility of the e-commerce/digital
teams, not the social team.” (Figure 10a)
•

Gain the support of your e-commerce or innovation team to partner on (or transition)
social commerce strategy and execution.
Consider piloting conversational commerce ideas on existing, mature voice platforms,
such as Amazon Echo or Google Home, as a precursor to social chatbot development.
Mine any NLP (Natural Language Processing) learnings from telephony-based customer
care systems.
Make governance systems flexible to allow for shared accountability for commerce
programs on social platforms under the social team.
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SOCIAL ADVERTISING
Insight Driving Action
80% of North American brands and 63%
of European brands are finding a return
on their investment. (Figure 10b) Our
interviews found content strategy a key
contributor to ad success.

Steps You Can Take
•

Connect the dots between social media content strategy and digital advertising
to create a ready audience of prospects for ad engagement based on content and
community management in social.

Only 19% of brands collaborate with the
•
advertising team, and this has to change if
digital advertising is to mature. (Figure 8)

Partner with existing advertising centers of excellence to “divide and conquer”
marketing funnel leadership for each stage, and design a strategy and governance
approach that keeps teams aligned.

•
In just the past year, maturity of
employee advocacy programs more than
doubled from just 18% in 201528 to 45%
today. (Figure 2)

As social ad buying shifts to the advertising department, invest in approaches that align
with social team expertise. Consider native advertising in social through employee
advocacy, customer advocacy, and influencer programs. Work with advertising,
leveraging their expertise in search/discovery in support of social.

ALTIMETER’S SOCIAL BUSINESS OFFERINGS
Altimeter provides individual industry analyst advisory, workshops, and maturity assessments to organizations that are challenged by
technology disruption. We work with Fortune 1000 companies to:
•

Conduct internal audits of social business strategy and governance maturity and readiness and provide a roadmap for a social
business strategy with pragmatic recommendations.

•

Present the state of social and digital practices to leaders to help build the case internally for attention and investment.

•

Facilitate education and strategy workshops for clients that wish to bring together key stakeholders from across their
organization to develop social business strategy and governance.

For more information, contact us at sales@altimetergroup.com.
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METHODOLOGY

ECOSYSTEM INPUT

Altimeter, a Prophet Company conducted both qualitative and quantitative analyses, using a combination of
online survey, interviews, and briefings on social and digital practices. Specifically, we conducted:
•

Interviews with 18 managers of brand social business/digital programs, enablement vendors, social
platforms, and thought leaders between Q2 and Q3 2016.

•

A quantitative study of 523 executives, social strategists, digital strategists, and marketers at companies with
more than 500 employees. Altimeter, a Prophet Company conducted this survey online between Q2 and
Q3 2016. Online survey respondents were sourced from a comprehensive database of key opinion leaders,
business professionals, thought leaders, and C-level executives responsible for social business programs
within their organizations. In our data, North America includes the United States and Canada, and Europe
includes the United Kingdom, Germany, and France.

This report could not have been produced without the generous input from the following individuals. Input into
this document does not represent a complete endorsement of the report by the individuals listed below.
Brands & Thought Leaders
•
•

Assurant, Christina Darnell, Director, Social Business Strategy
BNP Paribas, Ayesha De Krester, Head of Corporate Communications, Asia Pacific, and Vincent Leung,
Digital Communications and Marketing Manager, Asia Pacific – Brand & Communications
• Diageo, Benjamin Lickfett, Mobile & Innovation Lead – Media & Future
• FedEx, Julie Clement Cochran, Manager, Global Social Media
• IBM, Ed Brill, Vice President, Product Management and Design
• Maximize Your Social, Neal Schaffer, CEO & Author
• W2O Group, Lionel Menchaca, Director, Corporate & Strategy
• Wyndham Worldwide, Jayson Smith, Director of Digital Marketing
• Mari Smith, Facebook Marketing Expert
		
Vendors & Social Platforms
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ED TERPENING, INDUSTRY ANALYST

Ed Terpening (@edterpening) is an Industry Analyst at Altimeter, a Prophet Company
focused on Social Business research. As former VP of Social Media at Wells Fargo, Ed led
the charge to develop the first social media team of any national US bank. He founded
CNET’s first Online Community Team, who added user ratings/reviews to CNET.com and
“Talk Back” to NEWS.com. He is a founding member company of SocialMedia.org.

AUBREY LITTLETON, RESEARCHER

Aubrey Littleton (@aubreylittleton) is a Researcher at Altimeter, a Prophet Company. He
supports Altimeter’s broad research mission and advisory efforts, working with analysts to
understand the ever-transforming digital world. His research is currently focused on social
business, employee advocacy, and digital transformation at large.

ABOUT ALTIMETER,
A PROPHET
COMPANY

HOW TO
WORK WITH US

Altimeter, a Prophet Company, is a research and strategy
consulting firm that helps companies understand and take
advantage of digital disruption. In 2015, Prophet acquired
Altimeter Group to bring forward-thinking digital research and
strategy consulting together under one umbrella and to help
clients unlock the power of digital transformation. Altimeter,
founded in 2008 by best-selling author Charlene Li, focuses on
research in digital transformation, social business and governance,
customer experience, Big Data, and content strategy.

Altimeter, a Prophet
Company

One Bush Street, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94104
info@altimetergroup.com
www.altimetergroup.com
@altimetergroup
415-363-0004

Altimeter research is applied and brought to life in our client engagements. We help organizations
understand and take advantage of digital disruption. There are several ways Altimeter can help you with
your business initiatives:
Strategy Consulting. Altimeter creates strategies and plans to help companies act on business and
technology trends, including ethical and strategic data use and communications. Our team of analysts
and consultants work with global organizations on needs assessments, strategy roadmaps, and
pragmatic recommendations to address a range of strategic challenges and opportunities.
Education and Workshops. Engage an Altimeter speaker to help make the business case to executives
or arm practitioners with new knowledge and skills.
Advisory. Retain Altimeter for ongoing research-based advisory: Conduct an ad-hoc session to address
an immediate challenge or gain deeper access to research and strategy counsel.
To learn more about Altimeter’s offerings, contact info@altimetergroup.com.
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